We study the richer structures of quasi-one-dimensional Bogoliubov-de Genes collective excitations of F = 1 spinor Bose-Einstein condensate in a harmonic trap potential loaded in an optical lattice. Employing a perturbative method we report general analytical expressions for the confined collective polar and ferromagnetic Goldstone modes. In both cases the excited eigenfrequencies are given as function of the 1D effective coupling constants, trap frequency and optical lattice parameters. It is shown that the main contribution of the optical lattice laser intensity is to shift the confined phonon frequencies. Moreover, for high intensities, the excitation spectrum becomes independent of the self-interaction parameters. We reveal some features of the evolution for the Goldstone modes as well as the condensate densities from the ferromagnetic to the polar phases.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the pioneering works of Ho 1 and Ohmi and Machida, 2 a lot of effort have been devoted to study F = 1 spinor Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs). Due to the internal degrees of freedom, the condensate presents a vectorial character and the wavefunction is described by three components in the hyperfine state with magnetic quantum number m =-1,0,1. Accordingly and depending of spin-exchange interaction values, 3, 4 two phases are predicted: ferromagnetic ( 87 Rb) [5] [6] [7] and polar or antiferromagnetic ( 23 Na). 8, 9 The experimental realization of spinor BECs, typically produced in optically trapped dilute gases, allows to study several interesting problems as magnetism, quantum phenomena not observed in singlecomponent condensate, 9,10 spin dynamics, 11 the miscibility of the spinor components 10 as well as spin domains in an external magnetic field, and the nature of the ground state spinor condensates (see the recently overview in Ref. 17 
and references there in).
An analysis of the collectives modes is an important step for a compressive study of the dynamics for both polar and ferromagnetic phases. Problems as quantized vortices, 5 superfluidity, spin-domains 10 or damping processes, require an exhaustive knowledged of the dynamic process (see . Information of the collective excitations on the atom-atom self-interaction terms and on the applied external potential are fundamental bricks to build the dynamics of the phenomena above mentioned. The nature and evaluation of the Goldstone modes, so far, has been tackled assuming a spatial homogeneous Bose-Einstein condensate. 1, 2, 17, 18 Thus, due to the concomitant translational symmetry the wavevector k is a good quantum number with Bogoliubov typical excitation ω = ω(k). However, this approach is not longer valid when the condensate is loaded into a confined spatial trap potential, in particular, the collective excitations must show a discrete set of modes or confined states.
In the present contribution we focus on the behavior of the Goldstone modes for F = 1 spinor BECs confined in a cigar-shape geometry. The experimental realizations of two-and one-dimensional condensates in diluted ultracold atoms employing optical and magnetic traps are very well established technics. [19] [20] [21] In general, however, the three dimensional nonlinear Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE) cannot be decoupled into transversal and longitudinal motions. Nevertheless, in presence of highly anisotropic trap potential, we can handled the problem as being tightly confined in a plane and with an independent 1D motion. 22 Ref. 1 shows that the three-dimensional ground state Ψ m of the alkali atoms of the condensate in the hyperfine state |m (m = −1, 0, 1) is ruled by
with M being the mass of the atom, F the total hyperfine spin operator, c 0 = (g 0 + 2g 2 )/3, c 2 = (g 2 − g 0 )/3, g j (j = 0, 2) the atom-atom self-interaction terms related to the s-wave scattering length, a F in the total spin F channel and, additionally, depending on the total number of particles N . The order parameter can be written explicitly as Ψ a (x, r, t) = |Ψ(x, r, t)| ζ a , where ζ a is the normalized spinor state and Above, we have written (x, r) as the 3D spatial vector position, with x being the longitudinal coordinate and r the 2D transverse vector. In Eq.
(1) we consider a condensate confined in anisotropic harmonic trapping potential and loaded into an optical lattice as given by the external potential
where ω 0 and ω r are the longitudinal and transversal harmonic oscillator frequencies, respectively, V L is proportional to the laser intensity and d the laser wavelength. Assuming now that the longitudinal motion is adiabatic with respect to the transverse one, and considering a highly anisotropic harmonic trapping, with ω 0 ω r , the 3D order parameter can be factorized into
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Ψ m (x, r, t) = φ m (x; t)χ(x, r). We note two important consequences of these assumptions, one, the transverse motion is independent of the hyperfine state |m and, second, all the time evolution occurs along the 1D longitudinal coordinate x. It then follows from Eqs. ( 1) and (2) that the motion in the plane is given by the equation
where the transverse chemical potential, µ r [φ m ], is a functional of the 1D order parameter φ m (x; t). For the longitudinal dynamic part we have
In a first approach the function χ(x, r) can be described by the ground state of a 2D harmonic oscillator with frequency ω r . Thus, expanding µ r as a Taylor series of the wavefunction φ m and following the same trend as giving in Refs. 25 and 26 we have
with
and c 2 = M ω r c 2 /(3 π) becoming the effective self-interaction constants for the 1D cigar-shape spinor BEC. Hence, Eq. (4) is reduced to
Starting now from the 1D spinor GPE, Eq. (6), the main contribution of this work is the description of the collective longitudinal modes, providing explicit expressions for the corresponding excited wavefunctions, ϕ m,k (x; t), and their eigenfrequencies, ω (k) m (k = 1, 2, . . . ). In Sec. II we consider the quasi-1D generalized Bogoliubov-deGennes equations (B-dGEs), which allows for the analysis of the polar and ferromagnetic phases and the interplay between the non-linear terms, on one hand, and the harmonic trapping, and the optical lattice external potentials on the other one. As we stated above, the system is consider as spatially inhomogeneous and in consequence we are in presence of confined Goldstone modes or confined phonon like spectrum. Section III is devoted to the excitation amplitudes for both phases considered, and our conclusions are listed in Sec. IV. The main elements for the description of the eigenfrequencies and eigenfunctions are summarized in the Appendixes A and B, respectively.
II. EXCITED STATES
Using Bogoliubov approximation at very low temperature, 27 the collective excitation states of the generalized 1D GPE (6) can be represented by the wavefunction having the form
where ϕ (k) m represents a small fluctuation from the stationary solutions φ 0 (x)exp(−iµt/ ) with the sign ( ∓) for the polar (P ) and the ferromagnetic (F e) phases, respectively and µ the 1D chemical potential. Following Eq. (7), the wavefunctions of the collective modes for the condensate satisfy the generalized 1D B-dGEs
where J =(P , F e) and the operator L 0 is defined as
In Eq. 8) and (??), the coupling parameters are given by,
and Λ c 0 The order parameter φ 0 is described by the GPE
We search for the solution of Eq. (13) with the boundary conditions φ 0 → 0 at x → ±∞ and normalized to |φ 0 (x)| 2 dx = 1. Analytical expressions for the order parameter, φ 0 , and the chemical potential, µ, solution of Eq. ( 13) for a given self-interaction constant g 1 , are reported in Ref. 28 . First, we consider a negligible intensity for the external trap potential and without an optical lattice, in which the system can be considered as homogeneous. In this situation, the density n 0 is constant within all space and the system presents spatial symmetry invariance. Hence, the linear momentum p x is a good quantum number. Solving the system of Eqs. (8) , for the phonon-like Bogoliubov excitation spectrum in the low-momentum regime, we have that ω P,0 = ε px (ε px + 2c 0 n 0 ) and If we now tackled the problem with the external 1D trap potential M ω 2 0 x 2 /2 = 0, the spatial symmetry invariance is broken and we are facing to a discreet set of confined phonon-like modes with frequencies ω (13) and (8) form an independent 3×3 system of equations for m = 0 and ±1. By considering both, the nonlinear terms λ 
P,0 = ω 0 is constant independent of the self-interaction constants, 27 while the other modes ω (k) P,m decreasing as Λ c0 increases. It is interesting to note that for Λ c0 > Λ c2 = c 2 /(l 0 ω 0 ) the first excited state correspond to ω In Fig. 1b ) the evolution of the collective excitation ω
is shown in terms of the interactions Λ c0 and Λ c2 . For given values of the parameter Λ c0 we observe that the frequency increases monotonically as Λ c2 increases. In these calculations we fixed the intensity of the optical lattice as V L = 0.
B. Ferromagnetic phase
Homogeneous System
This phase emerges when c 2 < 0 and we have three set of non-degenerate states ϕ (k) m (x) for m = −1, 0, 1. As in the Polar case, the energies of the excited states are obtained directly from the Eqs (13 ) and (8) and can be cast as ω F e,−1 = ε px + 2c 2 n 0 , ω F e,0 = ε px , and ω F e,1 = ε px (ε px + 2g 2 n 0 ). Here, the only phonon-like Bogoliubov spectrum corresponds to the state ϕ 1 (x) with frequency ω F e,1 .
Confined Phonons
In the present case, the system (8) is decoupled into two independent equations for ϕ All frequencies decrease as Λ g2 increases, while the state (m = 1, k = 1) is independent of the interaction constants.Notice that the states with m = −1, 0 do not fulfill typical properties of B-dGE solutions, for instance, their first excited state is independent of the interaction. This appears to be in correspondence with the fact that in the homogeneous case, their dispersion relations are not linear in the low-momentum regime.. In 1d) the characteristic contour map for the reduced confined phonon frequency ω (1) F e,−1 /ω 0 is represented as a function of Λ c0 and Λ c2 . For a given value of Λ c0 the frequency ω (1) F e,−1 decreases as Λ c2 → 0 in correspondence with the result shown in Fig. 2 , as discussed below.
The transition from the ferromagnetic to the polar phase is represented in Fig. 2 for the modes with frequencies ω a) ), i.e. the influence of Λ c2 is negligible and we have that these three states are quasi-degeneracy.
An important issue is the influence of the optical lattice on the collective excitations. Figure 3 shows contour plot of the frequencies ω 
III. EXCITATION AMPLITUDES
The wavefunction of the excited states for the polar and ferromagnetic phase are displayed in the Appendix B. The calculation of ϕ
is obtained in first order of perturbation for the self-interaction constants Λ c0 , Λ c2 , Λ g2 and dimensionless laser intensity V 0 = V L / ω 0 . As it is states in the Appendix B, the space of solutions ϕ (k) m (x) is composed of two independent Hilbert subspaces H I and H II for odd (k = 1, 3, ...) and even (k = 2, 4,...) wavefunctions with respect to the inversion symmetry x → −x.
The condensate density perturbation for a given phonon frequeny ω (k) m can be cast as
Thus, employing the results of the Appendix B for the wavefunction of the excited states of the polar state with m = 0, we obtain an analytical representation for the function δϕ
Similar results can be obtained for the Bogoliubovtype excitation amplitudes listed in the Appendix B. In Fig. 4 it is shown a contour plot of the condensate density perturbation δϕ (k) 1 (x; t) for the polar and ferromagnetic phases. Here, we consider the first two excited states, the first one with k = 1 belongs to the Hilbert subspaces H I , while for k = 2 to H II . The antisymmetric and symmetric character of δϕ (k) 1 for both phases, are clearly seen in the figure. In general, the evolution from one phase to another as a function of the parameter Λ c2 does not change the parity of a the density perturbation δϕ (k) m (x; t).
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have solved the multicomponent order parameter of the coupled Bogoliubov-de Genes equations, Eq. the phonon energies, in both polar and ferromagnetic phases, are proportional to the longitudinal harmonic trap frequency. We conclude that the phonon modes are weakly dependent on the interaction constants for the antiferromagnetic states, while a more pronounced structure is reached in the case of BEC loaded in the ferromagnetic phase (see Fig. (1) and (2)). Also, we found the existence of a set of the self-interaction constant values for which the lower frequency lies below of the harmonic oscillator frequency ω 0 . The modes for the polar m = 0 and ferromagnetic m = −1 states coincide with the oscillation of the center of mass and are independent of the atom-atom interactions. 27 In contrast to results obtained in the framework of Thomas-Fermi approximation, where the density of excited polar modes are interaction independent (see Refs. 1 and 32), we have found here that the condensate densities, δϕ (k) m , show a clear structure and depend on the g 0 and g 2 atom-atom self-interaction terms.
Appendix A: Exited frequencies
Introducing the dimensionless interaction selfinteraction constant Λ C = C/(l 0 ω 0 ) (C = c 0 , c 2 , and
m , of Eq. ( 8) are obtained in the framework of a perturbative regime where the non-linear terms Λ C |φ m | 2 and the periodic potential V 0 cos 2 (αx/l 0 ) are considered as a perturbation with respect to the trap potential. We defined the auxiliary function
with Γ(z) being the Gamma function, L k (z) the Laguerre polynomials, C the Euler's constant Ei(z) and Chi(z) the exponential and cosine hyperbolic integrals, respectively, and k = 1, 2, .... . Functions δ k (α) and ρ k (α) are reported in Ref. (16) and the values of γ Table I . 
On the other hand for the phonon frequencies ω
we have
b. Ferromagnetic modes. The confined phonon frequencies for the m = 0 ferromagnetic states can be cast as where y = x/l 0 , φ p (y) are the 1D harmonic oscillator wavefunctions and the functions f k,p (y), g k,p (y) are given elsewhere. 28 In Eq. (B1) for a given state |m , the matrix elements f k,p (y) and g k,p (y) must fulfill the parity condition k + p = even number. Thus, if k is odd (k) m is antisymmetric, while for k even the function (B1) is symmetric. In consequence, the density perturbation δϕ 
